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A convex polytope P is projectively unique if every polytope combnnatoirially isoc:or- 
phk to P is ptajectively equivalent to P. In this paper are described certain geometric on- 
stPuctk.w, which *are also d&wed in terms of Gale diagrams. These constructions are 
applied to obtain projectively unique polytopes from ones of lower dimension; in particu- 
lar, they lead to projectively unique polytopes with many vertices. 
n tmduction 
Let p be a d-polytope in E d. Following Grtilbaum [ I j (as we shall 
largely du in matters Of terminology), we say t at P is pWecfivt$Y uri@ue 
if, whenever P’ is a p~lytope cumbinatorially isomorphic to 
projective transformation of Ed such that 
assume that takes each vertex of P into the ve 
spends to it under the combinatorial isomsrphism. In this respect woe 
ction 6, it is a special case of one of our constructions. These construc- 
ns are descpribed geometrically in Section 2, an in terms of Gale dia- 
ams in Section 3; they generalize constructions of erles and Shephard 
and may weil be of use in other contexts. 
in an unpub!ished manuscript which he has kindly let us use, 
hat: is believed to be a complete list of projectively unique 4pol~1- 
s; all these, and the known projectMy unique 3-polytspes, am be 
by our methods. We shall see in Section 7, however, that there 
ectively unique polytopes which our constructions do not yield. 
first of our constructions, that of the (free) join, seem, to have 
nated with Sommerville f5 ] ; it ws also used by Perks and Shephard 
are two polytopes, such that 
dim sonv(PuQ)=dimP+ di,mQ+ 1 , 
calf the polytope conv(f) w Q) the @in of P and Q, and denote it by 
In the particular case when Q 1s a point (O-polytope), P @ Q is a 
rapid with basis P. The subspaces aff P and aff Q are independent (to- 
); thus the union of affinely independent subsets of aff .P and 
ffinely independent . 
he ~ombjnatoria~ structure of the join is cxsily described (it leave 
If of \!he proposition to the reader). 
of projective symmetries of the polytope 
of 4 r~gcessari~y ~~on-sjn~u~~~~) projective tran: l i .m’a* 
f vert P) for the suogroupl . 
I c!-karac teriza ti.on 
eo 2.2. Let F be a k-face ofa polytupe J? Thm B(P 1 vert P) is 
transitive OPZ relint I;’ if arrd on/y if F is a k-simplex, with vwtiws 
.T[j * . . . * - xk (Siiy ), atd P has faces PO, . . . , Pk with Xi E Pi (i = 0, . . . , k), 
such ttaa t 
To prove this, we im as, say, thtz coordinate subspace 
t d+Z = 1. To the projective tr formations of _n!a f vert P) correspond 
the linear (:ransformations of +’ which leave fixed each of the direc- 
tisns throufit? the vertices af P. Let J;, + _, E; be the maximal faces of P, 
each point of which B(P 1 vert P) leaves fixed. Then, in E”t ? each Fi 
sparis a linear subspace L,: the corresponding linear transformations on 
Li arc” the positive scalar multiples of the identity. It is now easy to see 
that L I , . . . , L, are mdependent subspaces. From the definition of F, 
each vertex of Flies in a different face Fi* Hence, if F is a k-face, it is a 
k-simplex, with vertices x0, . . . . x,~ (say). Rename F,, . . . . Fr, SO that 
xi e Pi = b’ (i = 1, .*., k), and let PO = I;k+* 6b . . . 6b Fr, so that x0 e PO. 
Since each vertex of P belongs tcr some face F”, it follows that 
as required. Since the converse is clear, this proves Theorem 2.2. 
We now describe our second construction. ‘Let P and Q be polytopes 
phase affrne hulls meet in a single point, which is a relatively interior 
point of the faces F of P and G of Q. eahowF=PorG= 
the p0lytopc canv(P W ) is e,alled the subdirwt stun of P and 
to I” and G, and is denoted 
ZZ and , we have the: direct swn of 
. or, the faces are of ‘type (a) or (1~) according as the supporting hyper- 
g them misses or con&ins the common relatively interior 
; the details of the proof wiil be omitted. (Note that C 
rtilcuilarIy impcxtant 622 1~3~ of the subdirect sum (apart from 
mentioned) are as follows. First, 
rtd Q relative to a vertex F = G of 
cakd a verfex stm2; F = G is called the distingz&hed vertex of the 
T is a vertex of P, snd T is a simplex, then we say 
@ (T, 7’) is obtained by cdd+g the simplex Tat the vertex F 
. 
be observed that the join can j be obtained as a special case 
t sum, and, indeed, as an iterated vertex ‘sum. For, cow- 
. . . db Pr. Let xi be any vertex ofP, (for i = 1, . . . . r). Then 
x, j is an (r- 1 )-simplex, and if we define successively: 
9 . ..* P, then ckady Q, = P. 
ur final crsnstruction is the dual of the second, ;knd is defined as 
If P is a polytope, and F a face of P, let P* be a d 
ndin~ face. (If we wish we may assume that 60 
irect or 
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e shall not give a geometrical description of the subdirect prod’cdct, 
since the details are a little complicated. We shall therefore confi;ne our- 
selves to stating the result which describes its combinatorial structure. 
Pmpositian 2. The faces of the subdirect h4at (P, F) @ ( 
pret~ely the sets of the fun-n either (a) FI ( 1, where F, C_ Farzd 
G, C-: G, or (b) (F,, F, 17 F) ~b (G,, Gi n G), where F, $? Fand G, 9 C. 
3. ProjecCivdy unique pslytopes 
We now inyestigate some of the connexions between otz geometric 
cons true tians and projec tiqief y unique poly topes. 
The proof of this result is a straightforward application of familiar 
properties of projective transformations; we shall not go into the details.. 
(Compare the proofs of Theorem 2.2, or Theorem 5. I .) 
More interesting is the next result, about subdirect sums. It only pro- 
aides a necessary condition; we must postpone the discussion of suff”r- 
cient conditions until Section 5. 
eu~em 3.2. If (P, F’) @ (Q, C) is projectively zu2ique. theP-2 Pm2d are 
pmjPrVivdy uniqtce, aitsd B( I vert Pg (B(Q I vert Q)) is transitive on 
relint F (relint G, respective&?. 
iately on consideri 
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(i) The direct sum of TWO simplices. 
(11) A vertex sum of two poiytopes. 
1) The result of adding a simplex at a vertex of a polytclpe. 
n fact, this third case reduces till further; an easy induction argument 
re Theorem 5.3 bcbw) shows that we need only consider: 
e result of adding a segment at a vertex af a po\ytope. 
culd not be at tialt difficult ta pr~~e diirectly that polytopes sb- 
y means of (I) 0:r (II) are pr:>jeetively unique. However, the proofs 
le diagrams are more straighsforward. 
nal remark shows that we need not consider he subdirect pra- 
tely (compare f 1, Ew:‘cise 4.8.30) ). 
or, if P is a polytope with o E int P, then 
is a pulytope projectively equivatent o P, also 
is projectively equivalent o P* ([2, Chapter 2, 
e~r~m 141). The theorem follows at once. 
in this r=ction, we shall describe the Gale diagrams of the join and sub- 
of the ‘Gale diagams of the original 
s. tt is su~~cient’~y general, for our purposes, to consider the affine 
I: yckground informa- 
Xinbaum [ I, 55. 
I 
ne transl’orm of an ordered 
r the linear sub- 
satisfying 
as the cohmn veotors of a matrix; the rows x1, . . . . .yn of this ma.trix 
(which are in an obvious one to one correspondence with the points of 
) form our affine transforrn x”. Clearly, x depends upon the choice of 
basis, but it is determined by up to linear equivalence. If aff 
then Xu spans E n-d-- f (linearly, and, indeed, positively). 
We fkst consider the jsin P @ Q1 and write vcrt P = (PI, . . . , p,, ) and 
vcrt Q = (ql, . . . . 4,), so that vert(P 1 = @I’ ‘S’S &, 41, ‘s-9 q,,)* If 
dim P = r and dint Q = s, then dim(P @ Q, = r f s + 1; thus, if {a,, . . . . 
am t l ) :ind Ib,, +..) 6, s 1 C_ 1_ } form bases of A(vert P) and Advert 
respectively (where we write a = (ar,, ._ a,,) cz A(vert P), and so on), and 
we define 
(here, cl’ = (at r *‘*I a,, 0, .**y O), and similarly for b’) it is olear that 
{a; ) l ... &_,_p b;* l **’ b;+ 1 ) is linearly independent, and so is a 
basis oL4(vert (P @ Q)). Hence, an affine transform of vert (P @ Q> con- 
sists of 
t$ = (0, ljj) (i = 1, . ..) Ylj ) 
where bie,, . . . . p,) and (q19 .. . . 4,) are affine transforms of vert P and 
respectively. That is, we place The affine transforms of vert P and 
vert Q in complementary linear subspaces. 
We now consider the subdireot sum [P, F’) 3 (Q, C). Here there are two 
cues, according as neither F nor G is a vertex, or as one or both are. Let 
x = I;EI ASPS = Zyzl pIqj belondng to relint F CI relint G be the mmnon 
point of P and Q, where Xi, + >/ 0, Ep, i =zz I = IEy=l pj, and 
if pi $: F and q,.$C G; we can also mume , ~j > 0 if pd t-c F a1 
{q, . . . . a, p 1 } md <@ l, . . . . b, s l ) be base - - - - 
respectively. 
In case neither F nor G is a vertex, 
3 R 
form a basis of A(vert((P, F) @ (Q: C))); the last aiffine dependence xpres- 
tk relation involving the common poi?t x mcentisned above. Thus, an 
aff”lne transform of vert((P, F) @ (Q, C)) ‘consists of 
ii ~ 1, ...r p2) * 
4,) are affine trahnsfbrms of vert P ;:nd 
r case, suppose, without lass of generality, that x = 
the vertex of P lying in relint G, SO that A, = 1. As wil 
is also a vertex is covered by the argument. Our basic affine 
ences are obtained from those of vert P and vert Q by everywhere 
snger a vertex of (P, F’) @ (Q, C).) Hence, a 
C))) consla:,s of (in an obvious notation) 
an affine transform of vert ((19 F) @ ( C)) conskts of 
pi = (i = 2, .**, m), 
II 
= 
1, qj, G “= 1, ._*, n). 
f C is aIs0 a vertex, (qI 1 say, we see that we have symmetry between 
e cdps an ‘s (since pl = I). 
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where vi > 0 for all i, and is a non-singular linear transformation. Two 
Gale d iagrar s related in this way are called ~q~ivalenb. To combinatori- 
ally isomor@ic polytopes correspand kmmwp?zic diagrams, where the 
(one-to-one) mappings preserve the relationships of the form 
0 E relint conv Y , 
for $11 subsets y of x. We say a Gale diagram is stable if every isomorphic 
diagram is equivalent o it; thus a polytope is projectively unique if and 
only if its Gale diagram is stable. 
We have already discussed in Section 3 the cunnexion between our 
geametrie constructions and projective uniqueness. However, we left 
open there the qeiestion of sui’ficiency with the subdirect sums. Here we 
complete that discussion, By the results of Section 3, we can restrict our 
attention ta projectively unique polytopes P and Q. We had three cases 
to consider, and we deal with them in the order given in Section 3. 
Theorem 5.1. 7&e direct sum of two simpliees is projectively unique. 
For, if the sum is d-dimensional, it has d+ 2 vertices. Its Gale diagram 
is therefore one-dimensional, and is clearly stable (compare [2, Cltapter 
31) . 
For, let the two polytopes P and Q have Gale diagrams p and (2, with 
8’ E P and q E 0 corresponding to the distinguished vertex p = q., 
the Gal<: diagram of =(pI tpW1[Qs CqHis (F 
R=cZ,\ IB)uJ rd\ {if))u{p+p), 
where we regard $ and s lying in complementary linear subspaces. 
any isomorphic diagram composition into two subsets 
is stable, as was to be shown. 
ate that a similar, u t easier argument gives a proof of Theorem 3.1. 
ur find result characterizes the remaining cases in *which our con- 
!~tru~t~~ns yield a projectively unique polytope. 
he necessity ~lrf t!Sc condition is obvious from geometric onsidera- 
s;ifP=(P,, {x,))“(E$, {x,:P)(withx, =x, =xB,wecanf0rma 
e comb4natorially isornor$hic ta (R {x)) it (!, I), where I is a seg- 
paraM disptacement of I$, moving x2 to a new pMtion in d 
distinct f’ram xt . Clearly, this new pofytogcj will not (in generaI) be pro- 
jectively equivalent ra P. Howevr:r, it is hy na means obvious (and the 
author was unable to prove) gesr xtrxxlly 2hat the condition is sufficient. 
to prove this, we ctjnsider the Gale d; .gram 13 af I! The Gale diagram 
x E ) @ (I, f) is obtained (up ts eyuivalence) by replacing the point 
or-responding t;, Y by the repeated pair (x, R). If we can obtain 
an equivaIent GaIe diagram of P by replacing x by X’ 7E’ ?CF, and keeping 
fixed the remaining points of P, then the diagram sbtsined by replacing 
e pair CC X’) is isomsrphic, but cleariy not equiv;klent t 8 the ori- 
am sf iP, {x ) ) @ (I, I). We thus conclude that t3x Gale 
) (x j) @ (I, I) is stable if and anly if x is determined (up ta 
sItive multip2e) by the positions of the remaining points of P. But 
clearly x is not so determined precise& when these remaining .paints tie 
linear subspaces (recall that i is stable, SO that the 
be attained by equivalences). Ccmparing with 
we see at once that P’ is a Ivertex sum, wath x 
we wished to show. 
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sional simplex K, then the subdirect product 
is projectivefy unique (it is dual to a repeated vertex sum of bipyramids 
with simplicial bases j. asy ealcuf a tions, using Proposition 2.4, she w 
that P has d, + . . . + c.$ + k + f facets and d, . . . dk + d, + . . . -t dk vertices, 
It can be proved (though the details are involved) that P is the polytope 
whose Gate diagram was c~nstrwcted irectly by Perles, who remarked 
that, by suitable choice of d, , . . , , dk, one could then find projectively 
unique &polytopes with about 3d/3 vertices. We refer the reahe:r to 141 
for further details. 
f.Remarks 
If we apply any of our three constructions to projectively unique 
rational polytopes, which are (projectivsly equivalent o) polytopes 
whose vertices have rational cartesian coordinates, then we obtain ratio- 
nal polytopes. Since Pertes has found non-rational projectively unique 
polytopes (see [ 1, Theorem 5 25.4) , we conclude (not surprisingly) that 
our constructions cannet yield 311 projectively unique polytopes, starting 
From puints as basic tGding blocks. 
In fact, we can even give a r;ltional polytope which (we believe) cannot 
be so constructed. Following the notation of Peries and Shephard [41, if 
we regard the points fi’, .,.ik of t’ileir Gale diagram as being linearly (rather 
&n affinely) independent, and add to the diagram the further point 
we obtain a new stable Gale diagram, a 
made a list, beiieved to be complete, of the rajcctively unique 4-poly- 
pulytwpes call be constructed by the methods 
cyst of the results of this paper appear in my Ph. ED. Thesis ( 
n under the supervision sf Professor G.C. Shephard. 
nt remained incomplete, until I recezltly found the 
of Theorem 5.3. y thanks are due to Professor S 
reading and c mcnting on a previous versbn 
ofessor B. Griinbaum, without whose prompting this 
ould probably never have scan the light of day. 
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